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In the early 197Os, the Swedish mathematician Per Martin-Liif wrote the first in 
a series of papers, presenting his theory of types. His original motivation was to 
give a foundation for constructive mathematics, but it has since been argued that 
such type theories should be put to practical use in computer science, as programming 
logics. 
Type theories are typed lambda calculi of an elaborate nature. Unlike most other 
formalizations of mathematics, type theory is not based on predicate logic, instead, 
predicate logic is interpreted within type theory through a correspondence between 
propositions and sets. This propositions-as-sets correspondence plays a central role 
in Martin-Liif type theory. It means that the judgement “CL e A” can be read as: 3~ 
is an element of set A”; or “Q is a constructive proof of proposition A”; or, because 
of the computational content of constructive proofs, as “a is a program satisfying 
specification A”. 
As the last reading hints, from the programming logics point of view, a type 
theory can be seen as containing a functional programming language, a specification 
language (for both programs and abstract data types) and a programming logic. 
Because of the amount of detail associated with using a large formal system like a 
type theory, it is a natural subject for automated assistance, and today there are 
several computer implementations available that support programming (and more 
generally, theory development) in a variety of type theories, including versions of 
Martin-LSf type theory. 
In writing Programming in Martin-L6f s Type Theory, NordstrGm, Petersson and 
Smith have faithfully compiled his work into a book intended, as the preface states, 
“for researchers and graduate students with an interest in the foundations of 
computing science”. The authors remain steadfast to Per Martin-L%3 original 
philosophical intent, but even readers uninterested in foundational matters may find 
the book valuable as an introduction to the paradigm of “proofs-as-programs”. In 
an easy-to-read style befitting an introductory text, technical issues, like proof theory, 
are not raised. The book should be accessible to anyone who has been exposed to 
some formal logic and programming methodology. 
The fattest part of the book is given to the presentation of the rules of type theory, 
and there are a myriad to plow through-I reached 150 before losing count! This 
is a common criticism of Martin-Li’rf type theory, but because these rules fall into 
a regular pattern it is possible not to be overwhelmed by their sheer number. The 
leanest part of t”-e book is given to programming examples, the main two being 
E.W. Dijkstra’s *‘Dutc;h National Flag” problem and an abstract data type 
specification of stacks. My mitjor complaint with the book is that more involved 
and interesting examples could have been presented. 
So far I have been referring to “Martin-LGf type theory”, but in fact several 
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different type theories are presented in this book. They separate into “polymorphic” 
and “monomorphic” versions. In more common terms (see “Lambda calculi with 
types”, by Henk Barendregt, in: Handbook of Log-2 in Computer Scien‘e, Volume I 
(Oxford University Press, 1990)), the polymorphic theory is a calculus 6 la Curry, 
where a term, e.g. hx.x, may be a member of more than one set, while the monomor- 
phic theory is a calculus ci la Church, where a term is decorated with type information 
and has an essentially unique type. As expected in such situations, there is a forgetful 
map that erases the decorations, and this map “projects” legal monomorphic terms 
_ to legal polymorphic terms. At this point one anticipates a converse result-but 
no!-there are derivable judgements in the polymorphic theory that can not be 
Yifted” to the monomorphic theory. Therefore, these two approaches are funda- 
mentally different. Disconcertingly, here ends the comparison, without discussion 
of what to make of this, foundationally or practically. 
An entirely practical consideration motivates another version, called the subset 
theory. Often programming problems have the form, “find a function which when 
applied to an element a of set A yields an element b of set B such that property 
P(a, 6) holds”. In the basic theory, a term justifying this specification actually maps 
a to a pair, b and a term witnessing P(a, b) which is computationally irrelevant o 
the problem specification. The subset heory attempts to remedy this by sacrificing 
the propositions-as-sets correspondence. Now propositions and sets are distinct 
syntactic categories, predicate logic is added explicitly, and propositions and sets 
interact through comprehension: one can form the {x E A 1 P(x)} from set A and 
predicate P. An explanation of the subset heory is given in terms of the basic theory 
by resurrecting the propositions-as-sets correspondence. This interpretation is strong 
enough to justify choice: the truth of 
3f~ A-3 I?. Vx E A. P(x,f(x)) 
follows from the truth of 
Vx E A. 3y E B. P(x, y), 
but axioms allowing this to be derived are not formulated, nor is the issue mentioned. 
Again, more examples in the subset theory would have been welcome. 
Type theories and their burgeoning applications in computer science are areas 
of ongoing research, and students of computer science should have an understanding 
of the subject. Because certain important topics are not countenanced by the 
Martin-L6f school, like mathematical semantics or impredicativity, I suggest getting 
a wider perspective by surveying the current literature (e.g., see the Barendregt 
article and its references), but this book is an acceptable s+c%& point. 
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